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APPENDIX IV: 
BEYOND TRAILS 

Literature Review/Academic Reflection 
 

A Rapid Assessment of Maine’s First 14 Natural Heritage Hikes 
and Suggestions for Improvement 

______________________________________ 
 

“The true interpreter will not rest at any dictionary definition. Besides being ready in his information and 
studious in his use of research, he goes beyond the apparent to the real, beyond a part to a whole, beyond a truth 

to a more important truth” 

-Freeman Tilden (1957, pp. 33) 

Though there are many definitions of “interpretation,” I will begin with my own. In its most basic form, 
interpretation is the translation of meaning from one form to another. Whether it’s a language or a 
landscape, data or a dream. Whether it’s for a paying client, a friend, or simply oneself. A message travels 
from The Thing Itself through a conductor: the middleman, the interpreter. It emerges on the other side 
clear, battered, or lost completely. It’s the job of the interpreter to ensure safe travel for the message, to 
be a guide to not only the recipient but also to message.  

My goal in the following pages is to uncover the roots of successful interpretation and, standing on the 
shoulders of history’s great interpreters, make suggestions that will launch the Natural Heritage Hikes 
project to new heights, helping it to accomplish its goal of attracting more hikers to Maine’s trails. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF INTERPRETATION 

As long as there have been messages and people to deliver them, there have been interpreters, though 
they didn’t necessarily recognize themselves that way. Early interpreters took the form of shamans, 
bards, jesters, storytellers, entertainers, folk singers, philosophers, artists, teachers, and priests (Tilden, 
1957; Merriman & Brochu, 2006). Scientists and explorers played the role of interpreters in making 
discoveries and conveying what they found. Charles Darwin is a fine example; his writings and sketches 
from his voyage on the Beagle returned to England to inform others of what he had witnessed there, 
while his later writings “took examples from nature and illuminated larger principles from them” 
(Merriman & Brochu, 2006). Artists like George Catlin, Frederic Remington, and Charles Russell 
created art based on their experiences with tribal cultures and cowboys in the American west. They 
interpreted these experiences for “less adventurous people who had yet to venture from their homes in 
the east” (Merriman & Brochu, 2006). It’s important to remember that the world is still filled with 
unofficial interpreters, from a high school physics teacher to a grandparent paging through a photo 
album with a grandchild. 

“I’ll interpret the rocks, learn the language of the flood, storm, and avalanche. I’ll acquaint myself with the 
glaciers and wild gardens, and get as near the heart of the world as I can.” –John Muir (qtd. in Wolfe, 1978, 
pp. 144) 
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In the late 1800’s, long before interpretation was a recognized profession, John Muir made it clear that 
nature writing was more powerful than simply conveying trivial facts about a place; it could sway politics. 
It was Ralph Waldo Emerson who convinced Muir to share his passion with others. In a series of Century 
magazine articles, Muir helped to shift Yosemite Valley into federal protection. He cofounded the Sierra 
Club in 1892 on his belief that “nature appreciation required an understanding of the bigger ideas within 
it” (Merriman & Brochu, 2006). 

Heritage interpretation, interpretation of cultural and natural resources, had suddenly become 
intentional. Muir befriended Enos Mills, with whom he shared Emerson’s message. Muir encouraged 
Mills to use writing and speaking to advocate for wild places, and Mills did, in his home state of 
Colorado. Mills’ 20 interpretive books and his founding of a guiding school earned him the title of 
“Father of Heritage Interpretation.” He also helped to found Rocky Mountain National Park (Merriman 
& Brochu, 2006) and, in his book The Adventures of a Nature Guide (1920) emphasized a “formula” for 
successful nature guiding, which, as paraphrased by Grant Sharpe (1982), includes: 

• Discuss facts 
• Appeal to the imagination and the reason 
• Give flesh and blood to cold facts 
• Make life stories of inanimate objects 
• Deal with principles rather than isolated information 
• Give biographies rather than classifications 

Meanwhile, multiple federal agencies developed for the purpose of protecting and conserving natural 
and cultural resources; it gradually became apparent that there was a need for interpreters to explain 
these resources to the public. The National Park Service led the way by installing naturalists in Lake 
Tahoe resorts and Yosemite in 1918 and 1919. The U.S. Forest Service followed in 1961, with its first 
interpreter in the Tahoe National Forest (Merriman & Brochu, 2006). It was during this time that the 
discipline of heritage interpretation was born, and the first instructional books on the topic were written. 

KEY WRITTEN WORKS ON HERITAGE INTERPRETATION 

A Note on Principles versus Techniques 

The following authors present, reiterate, or build upon “principles” of interpretation. These principles 
are presented as the foundation of successful personal and nonpersonal interpretation; they are designed 
to direct the interpreter’s efforts (Tilden, 1957) and help them choose appropriate techniques for 
conveying a message. Many of these authors, especially later authors and those of textbooks, also 
supplement or replace principles with specific “techniques,” or “intentionally applied language, non-
language, or organizational treatment that develops a link between a tangible resource and its intangible 
meanings” (Scherbaum, 2006). In short, techniques are the vehicle by which the message travels; 
principles help one to choose the most successful vehicle. 

What follows is a summary of trends in the development and popularity of principles through recent 
interpretive history. Using these principles, I will attempt to predict the interpretive success of Maine’s 
first 14 Natural Heritage Hikes, and suggest more successful techniques to address the project’s 
shortcomings. 
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The Foundation of Interpretation 

The first and most widely recognized textbook on interpretation is Freeman Tilden’s Interpreting Our 
Heritage (1957), which introduces six principles on which many following works would build. The six 
principles are: 

1. Any interpretation that does not somehow relate what is being displayed or described to 
something within the personality or experience of the visitor will be sterile. 

2. Information, as such, is not Interpretation. Interpretation is revelation based upon information. 
But they are entirely different things. However all interpretation includes information. 

3. Interpretation is an art, which combines many arts, whether the materials presented are 
scientific, historical or architectural. Any art is in some degree teachable. 

4. The chief aim of Interpretation is not instruction, but provocation. 
5. Interpretation should aim to present a whole rather than a part, and must address itself to the 

whole man rather than any phase. 
6. Interpretation addressed to children (say up to the age of twelve) should not be a dilution of the 

presentation to adults, but should follow a fundamentally different approach. To be at its best it 
will require a separate program. 

It’s important to recognize that many of them share commonalities with Mills’ formula. These six 
principles would become the foundation of modern interpretation and would be acknowledged in most 
of the following works, emphasized in some (Regnier, Gross, & Zimmerman, 1994), and modified in 
others. In Interpretation of cultural and natural resources (1995), Douglas Knudson, Ted Cable and Larry 
Beck presents both Mills’ formula and Tilden’s principles, highlighting their commonalities with 
constructivist teaching theory and communications theory. 

In Interpretation for the 21st Century (2002), Beck and Cable would add nine more principles to Tilden’s 
original six, including: 

7. Every place has a history. Interpreters can bring the past alive to make the present more 
enjoyable and the future more meaningful. 

8. High technology can reveal the world in exciting new ways. However, incorporating this 
technology into the interpretive program must be done with foresight and care.  

9. Interpreters must concern themselves with the quantity and quality (selection and accuracy) of 
information presented.  Focused, well-researched interpretation will be more powerful than a 
longer discourse. 

10. Before applying the arts in interpretation, the interpreters must be familiar with basic 
communication techniques.  Quality interpretation depends on the interpreter's knowledge and 
skills, which should be developed continually. 

11. Interpretive writing should address what readers would like to know, with the authority of 
wisdom and the humility and care that comes with it. 

12. The overall interpretive program must be capable of attracting support -- financial, volunteer, 
political, administrative -- whatever support is needed for the program to flourish. 

13. Interpretation should instill in people the ability, and the desire, to sense the beauty in their 
surroundings -- to provide spiritual uplift and to encourage resource preservation. 
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14. Interpreters can promote optimal experiences through intentional and thoughtful program and 
facility design. 

15. Passion is the essential ingredient for powerful and effective interpretation -- passion for the 
resource and for those people who come to be inspired by the same. 

These principles would be “updated and built upon” in a third time in Beck and Cable’s 2011 book, The 
Gifts of Interpretation: Fifteen Guiding Principles for Interpreting Nature and Culture, 3rd Edition, 
represented as the following “fifteen gifts:” 

1. The gift of a Spark 
2. The gift of Revelation 
3. The gift of Story 
4. The gift of Provocation 
5. The gift of Wholeness 
6. The gift of Targeted Programs 
7. The gift of Personalizing the Past 
8. The gift of Illumination through Technology 
9. The gift of Precision 
10. The gift of Professionalism 
11. The gift of Interpretive Writing 
12. The gift of Relationship 
13. The gift of Beauty 
14. The gift of Joy 
15. The gift of Passion 

 Legitimacy and Professionalism of Interpretation 

As editor of the comprehensive textbook Interpreting the Environment (1982), Grant Sharpe gathered the 
ideas of the most experienced interpretive trainers, combined principles with techniques, and brought 
environmental interpretation to the university level, legitimizing it as a profession. 

In this work, Sharpe’s contributors Donald R. Field and J. Alan Wagar present their five principles of 
effective communication, as adapted from their article in Journal of Environmental Education (1973): 

• Visitors are diverse 
• Visitors anticipate a relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere 
• Interpretive information must be rewarding 
• Interpretive information must be understood 
• The effectiveness of interpretation must be continually evaluated 

On a Large Scale: The National Park Service Approach 

William “Bill” Lewis was appointed Yellowstone’s communications specialist in 1970, where he trained 
interpreters and seasonal workers (Merriman & Brochu, 2006). His 1980 book Interpreting for Park 
Visitors introduces the concept of “the interactive threesome,” which includes the interpreter, park 
visitors, and the park itself. Lewis argues that in order to be effective, the interpreter must fully 
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understand all three elements and the things that they have in common (Lewis, 1980). Though the 
interactive threesome is an original idea, Lewis supports this idea by citing many of the National Park 
Service’s training manuals. 

Prior to 1993, the National Park Service’s interpretive philosophies were slowly shifting from a basic 
cataloguing of facts about the parks to a more holistic approach that related the facts to ecology and the 
audience, even attempting to incorporate minorities and management goals (Mackintosh, 1986). In 
1993, the National Park Service built on the works of interpretation’s earlier contributors by formally 
revamping its interpretive philosophies and beginning the Interpretive Development Program (IDP) 
(National Park Service). Using the input of over 400 interpreters, 40 experts established “the idea and 
core standard that successful interpretation provides visitors with opportunities to form their own 
intellectual and emotional connections to the relevance and significance of the resource.” They also 
developed national standards for all forms of heritage interpretation based on the following three tenets: 

• Resources possess meanings and have relevance 
• Visitors are seeking something of value for themselves 
• Interpretation facilitates a connection between the interests of the visitor and the meanings of 

the resource 

These tenets are presented in David Larsen’s book, Meaningful Interpretation: How to Connect Hearts and 
Minds to Places, Objects, and Other People (2011), which is still viewed as a gold standard in the 
interpretation world. 

The IDP curriculum also incorporates knowledge of audience (Ka), knowledge of resource (Kr), and 
application of appropriate technique (AT) in its equation for interpretive opportunity (IO) (Equation 
1) (National Park Service, 2003). It’s important to note that, in order for interpretive opportunity to be 
available to the visitor, the three variables must be balanced without too much emphasis on one or the 
other (Brochu & Merriman 2002). 

(Ka + Kr) * (AT) = IO 

Equation 1. Interpretive opportunity (IO) is dependent on a careful balance of audience knowledge 
(Ka), resource knowledge (Kr) an appropriate technique (AT). 

The Importance of Themes 

Bill Lewis, in Interpreting for Park Visitors (1980) is credited with being the first to introduce the term 
“theme” to the interpreter’s vocabulary. Themes were recognized as a critical component of 
interpretation by the early 1990’s (Regnier, Gross, & Zimmerman, 1994).  

Sam Ham, in his comprehensive textbook Environmental Interpretation (1992), strongly emphasizes the 
idea. He also introduced the concept of captive vs. non-captive audiences and presents four “qualities” of 
his “interpretive approach” for captivating non-captive audiences. This would later be abbreviated as the 
EROT approach. 

• Interpretation is pleasurable (enjoyable) 
• Interpretation is relevant 
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• Interpretation is organized 
• Interpretation has a theme 

Ham’s EROT interpretive approach would be reiterated in Brochu and Merriman’s Personal 
Interpretation (2002), with an emphasis that interpretation should also be purposeful, or reflect the 
mission and goals of the park or organization. Personal Interpretation is the current benchmark for in-
person interpretation and the textbook for the Certified Interpretive Guide training course (Merriman 
& Brochu, 2006). 

In 2013, in light of accumulated psychological research on audiences, Ham rearranged his interpretive 
approach (abbreviated EROT) into the TORE framework, which “shifts perspective from what goes on 
in the audience’s mind to what the interpreter must do to develop a successful interpretive product” 
(Ham, 2013) by putting “Theme” first. Ham argues that an overarching idea must come first; otherwise, 
the program will not have a purpose. With a premeditated theme, the interpreter will be able to apply the 
“ORE” in a “purposeful and strategic way” (2013). The TORE model states that successful 
interpretation… 

• Has a theme 
• Is organized for easy processing 
• Is relevant to the audience, and 
• Is enjoyable to process 

Interpretation for Management 

While it had long been recognized that careful interpretation could influence visitor behavior toward 
natural resources by fostering an appreciation for nature, it wasn’t until the late 1990’s that interpreters 
begin to recognize the damage that ecotourism can inflict on an interpretive site and began to emphasize 
management as a focal point of interpretation. Moscardo (1996) introduces the concept of mindful 
visitors, or those who are actively processing information about their current setting, and points out that 
“Mindful visitors will be more likely than mindless visitors to enjoy their visit, express satisfaction with 
their visit, learn more from their visit and be interested in discovering more about a topic or place. 
Mindful visitors should also be more aware of the consequences of their behavior and more appreciative 
of the heritage site.” Moscardo (1999) presents the following five principles for helping visitors to be 
mindful: 

• Help visitors find their way around 
• Make connections to visitors and get them involved 
• Provide variety 
• Tell a good story that makes sense 
• Know and respect visitors 

Over the years that followed, mindfulness and management goals were incorporated into Ham’s original 
framework. Ward and Wilkinson, in Conducting Meaningful Interpretation (2006) would rework Ham’s 
approach into the acronym CREATES, which incorporates Connects (“messages must link directly to 
the inherent meanings and purposes of the resource”), Appropriate (“message tailored to meet 
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audience, resource, and management needs”), and Engaging (“communication that incorporates visitor 
senses and produces a mindful state”) into the framework. 

Meanwhile, Lisa Brochu, in both Interpretive Planning (2003) and Interpretation by Design (Caputo, 
Lewis, and Brochu 2008) would emphasize the importance of including management desires in the 
design of theme (or “message”), along with visitor interest and resource stories (Figure 1). Even Ham’s 
Making a Difference on Purpose (2013) states that one of the “differences” that interpretation can make is 
strengthening “important, rare, and fragile resources by influencing how audiences behave with respect 
to them,” a theme he and others emphasize in Promoting Persuasion in Protected Areas (Ham et al 2007). 

 

Figure 1. From Caputo, Lewis, and Brochu (2008). 

In 2007, Moscardo, Ballantyne, and Hughes would merge Moscardo’s principles with those of Tilden 
and Ham as the backbone of their book Designing Interpretive Signs: 

• Interpretation must make a personal connection with, or be relevant to, the intended audience 
• Interpretation should provide or encourage novel and varied experiences 
• Interpretation should be organized with clear, easy-to-follow structures 
• Interpretation should be based on a theme 
• Interpretation should engage visitors in the learning experience and encourage them to take 

control of their own learning 
• Interpretation should demonstrate understanding of, and respect for, the audience 

A SYNTHESIS OF INTERPRETIVE THOUGHT, 1920-2013 

Using 52 principles presented in the eleven most prominent publications above, I assembled a concept 
diagram seeking to relate them to one another and to remove concepts that are extremely similar. I first 
divided the principles into “inputs,” or those which can be controlled directly by the interpreter when 
preparing the materials, and positive “outcomes,” which are dependent on the inputs and are the results 
of a successful interpretive program. Next, I located interpretive principles on the input side that 
overlapped or were dependent on one another to be effective. For example, “interpretation makes 
resource interesting to visitors” overlaps with “interpretation relates resource to the audience members” 
because most, but not all, authors agree that audience members must find the information relevant in 
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order to find it interesting.  Meanwhile, to make the information relevant to the audience member, the 
interpreter must know and respect the audience. This is an example of one summary principle that is 
dependent on another (Figure 2). Using this process, I narrowed the 52 principles into nine summary 
principles, and made a second concept diagram to show only these principles and their relationships 
(Figure 3). 
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Figure 2. Principles organized into inputs 
(top) and outputs (bottom) and 
relationships between principles. 
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Figure 3. Principles summarized to eliminate duplicates. Thick outlines on boxes represent principles that are 
less than one step away from the successful interpretive program. 

 

  

From Figures 2 and 3, I discovered the following with regards to interdependence of principles: 

• 22 principles are the same as or ultimately depend on knowing the audience 
• Six are the same as or ultimately dependent on knowing the resource 
• Three are ultimately dependent on knowing the organization 

From this point forward, I focused on the six input summary principles that were less than one step away 
from the interpretive program because their success is most easily evaluated and controlled by the 
interpreter. I summarized the concept diagram as a table to demonstrate the number of authors who 
supported each input summary principle in their work. 

Input summary principle Number of supporting authors 
(of eleven) 

Makes resource interesting to visitors** 7 

**by relating it to the audience members 6 

Is organized within a theme* 7 

*theme incorporates visitor interests, management goals, and resource facts 2 

Uses an appropriate media technique that provides variety/encourages 
participation 

4 

Is executed with passion 1 

Allows for diverse audiences 1 

Is precise 1 
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Table 2. Evaluation of Natural Heritage Hikes based on input summary principles. Red highlight indicates scores that fall 
below five. 

Table 1. Number of authors that support each summary input principle. 

	  

Is executed with good communication skills 1 

Is continually evaluated for effectiveness 1 

Helps visitors find their way around 1 

Using this subjective analysis, I discovered the following, summarized in Table 1: 

• Seven of the eleven authors agreed that in order for interpretation to be effective, the resource 
had to be made interesting to the visitor. Six of them agreed that this could be accomplished by 
relating the resource to the life of the visitor. 

• Seven of the authors suggested that the interpretation be organized within a theme; two of them 
believe the theme should incorporate visitor interests and management goals in addition to 
resource facts. 

• Four authors suggest using an appropriate media technique that provides variety and encourages 
participation. 

• Lesser-supported principles (supported by only one author) include “interpretation is executed 
with passion,” “interpretation is precise,” “interpretation is executed with good communication 
skills,” “interpretation is continually evaluated for effectiveness,” and “interpretation helps 
visitors find their way around.”  

EVALUATION OF THE FIRST 14 NATURAL HERITAGE HIKES USING SUMMARY PRINCIPLES 

Next, I used the table of summary principles as a rubric to evaluate the inputs of the first 14 Natural 
Heritage Hikes, with the assumption that if all of the summary input principles were fulfilled, the 
interpretive program will be successful and result in the positive outcomes listed below the inputs (Table 

Input summary principle Number of 
supporting 
authors 
(of eleven) 

Natural Heritage Hikes 
score 
(of ten) 

Makes resource interesting to visitors** 7 3 

**by relating it to the audience members 6 3 

Is organized within a theme* 7 2 

*theme incorporates visitor interests, management goals, and resource facts 2 2 

Uses an appropriate media technique that provides variety/encourages 
participation 

4 3 

Is executed with passion 1 10 

Allows for diverse audiences 1 7 

Is precise 1 5 

Is executed with good communication skills 1 7 

Is continually evaluated for effectiveness 1 3 

Helps visitors find their way around 1 9 
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2). I gave the Natural Heritage Hikes a numerical score out of ten. Using this method, I uncovered the 
following weaknesses, prioritized by the number of authors who supported them. 

• Interpretation is not designed to be interesting to the visitors by being relevant to them (7 
authors, score of 3; 6 authors, score of 3) 

• Information is not always organized within a theme; themes do not always incorporate visitor 
interests or management goals (7 authors, score of 2; 2 authors, score of 2) 

• Media is not utilized to the fullest to encourage visitor participation (3 authors, score of 3) 
• There is no method in place to continually evaluate the success of the program (1 author, score 

of 3) 

The following will outline the reasoning behind each of the four shortcomings and suggest an alternative 
approach that will better fulfill the input summary principles.  

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

1. Know the Audience and Cater to their Interests 

Three of the four shortcomings listed above are dependent on knowing the audience (Figure 2). As one 
of Tilden’s (1957) final pieces of advice, he explains that if a personal interpreter truly cares for the place 
that he is interpreting, he will never have to memorize a script. This is because he has studied his beloved 
subject so thoroughly that he can explain it without needing to memorize lines. The same idea applies to 
his audience: 

“You are to love people in the sense that you never cease trying to understand them and realize that whatever 
faults they have, whatever levity, whatever ignorance, they are not peculiar.” –Freeman Tilden (1957, pp. 
127) 

Leaders in interpretation have emphasized studying their audiences all along: 

• To support their principles, Field and Wagar (1973) cite case studies indicating that a variety of 
visitors requires a variety of interpretive approaches. 

• Bill Lewis (1980) and the National Park Service offer 15 assumptions about how people learn 
and remember. 

• Knudson, Cable, and Beck (1995) state that “the real boss of the interpretive operation” is the 
audience (p. 103) suggest five methods for studying and gleaning feedback from visitors, and 
incorporate and entire section outlining how people learn. 

• Ham (1992, 2013) carefully backs his four principles with studies in cognitive psychology. 

In studying their visitors, these authors demonstrated their love and interest for the audience as a whole. 
According to Figure 2, knowing the audience is the most critical step in any interpretive design. 

Identifying the Audience 

Successful interpretation requires a thorough understanding of the organization, the site, and the 
audience (Brochu, 2003). In the Natural Heritage Hikes, failure to cater to a specific audience is the 
biggest shortcoming. The audience defined by the Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP) is general 
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and includes “families with small children.” The current trail narratives, written for trails approximately 
1-6 miles long, attempt to maintain the interest of a large scope of visitors by using sidebars called 
“Naturalist’s Notes,” for those already acquainted with Maine’s natural history and looking to learn 
more, and “Kid’s Corners,” designed to pique the interests of children with stories and activities. The 
rest of the narrative is written to someone generally unfamiliar with Maine’s natural history. While these 
techniques do allow for a broad range of audiences, the narratives would be more successful if they were 
tailored specifically to the interests of the hikers that use each trail.  

The accuracy of the tailoring is dependent on the interpreter’s knowledge of the audience. Possible 
demographics to collect include where the audience comes from, age groups, gender differences, family 
groups, or ethnicity. Current techniques for gathering demographic information on park visitors include 
head counts, guest registers, surveys, and unobtrusive observation (Brochu, 2003).  

Identifying What the Audience is Interested In 

According to Lisa Brochu (2003), many organizations make the mistake of focusing their interpretive 
offerings on what their interpreters are interested in, rather than what the audience is interested in. To 
uncover audience interests, Moscardo, Ballantyne, and Hughes (2007) suggest finding the answers to 
the following questions using a focus group of visitors. 

• What questions do visitors have about the potential topics? 
• What they already know about potential topics? 
• How often do they visit? 
• What myths or inaccuracies must I dispel about the potential topics? 

Knudson, Cable, and Beck (1995) suggest pretending to be a visitor yourself, visiting another 
interpretive site to refresh your view, soliciting the opinions of your friends, hiring a consultant, asking 
the visitors (via survey or interview), or watching the visitors and listening their conversations in passing. 

How MNAP Could Get This Information 

The techniques listed above are suitable to gather information on visitors currently using the trails but 
will prove less helpful in accomplishing the goal of the Natural Heritage Hikes: expanding the audience. 

A two-fold approach could gather information on the interests of both current visitors and potential 
visitors. First, simply spending a little extra time on each trail during a busy day (such as a weekend day), 
or employing a second intern to hike each trail during the data-gathering phase, would allow the 
interpreter to gather information about both the trail and about the demographics/interests of the 
guests. Simply from overhearing park visitors with no intention of gathering data, I know that some 
hikers of Acadia National Park’s Ship’s Harbor Nature Trail can’t identify poison ivy, while others foster 
an interest in birding with an (unexpected) interest in Black-capped Chickadees. One gentleman on 
Pleasant Mountain claimed to have hiked the Ledges Trail many times, but never another trail 
anywhere. 

Informal data on the ages of the visitors and compared to the length and elevation change of the trails 
studied would make it easy to develop an informal model that could be used to predict the ages of the 
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visitors on any trail in the state and direct the interpreter’s efforts toward people of the appropriate 
audience type. 

Another opportunity for gathering demographic data exists in the form of Maine Trail Finder’s analytical 
data. This data can show in what cities website visitors are located, how many times each page is visited 
(which trails are most popular online), how many visitors are using a mobile device, etc. 

Second, MNAP need not to limit itself to the hikers that are on the trail already. In the interest of using 
the Natural Heritage Hikes as a tool for drawing more visitors to Maine’s trails, it may be useful to 
research the demographics and corresponding interests of certain targeted audiences. Brochu (2003) 
suggests inviting focus groups, surveying potential audiences by mail or telephone (or web/email), or 
borrowing data from comparable projects. I believe that use of new, mobile technology is capable of 
luring in a new audience, an idea that will be discussed further in Section 3, “Select the Appropriate 
Technique.” 

With the audience and its interests established, the next two shortcomings will be at least partially 
addressed because they are reliant on a strong knowledge of audience. This is an excellent opportunity 
to begin an “audience/design matrix” (Table 3), which can be helpful in guiding the following two steps 
of the process  (Caputo, Lewis, and Brochu 2008). 

	  
Table 3. From Caputo, Lewis, and Brochu (2008). 

2. Develop a Theme 

Effective interpretation must be designed around a central theme, which is different from a topic (Ham, 
2013) and relates to the interests of the audience, the management goals of the organization, and the 
story of the site (Brochu, 2003). While all interpretation should have both a topic and a theme, the 
difference between a topic and a theme is that a topic is “merely the subject matter of the presentation” 
while a theme, also called a message, answers the question “so what?” It is built around a major point that 
the interpreter would like to make (Ham, 2013).  
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Themes have important benefits for the interpreter, the sponsoring organization, and the audience. 
They help the interpreter to decide what to include, what to exclude, what to emphasize, and what to 
deemphasize in the final interpretive product. They allow the interpreter to incorporate elements into 
the theme that dovetail with the management desires of the sponsor. For the audience, having a theme 
adds context and prevents the audience from feeling like the interpretation is “going nowhere.” Research 
shows that audiences who know a theme in advance are more apt to pay attention to the material and are 
more likely to remember it later (Ham, 1992). Ham argues that a strong theme is through provoking; 
the Gift of Provocation (Tilden, 1957; Beck & Cable, 2011) is dependent on it (Ham, 2013). In 
provoking thought, themes give rise to a number of takeaway messages generated by their own synthesis 
of the interpretation (Ham, 2013). 

Of the first 14 Natural Heritage Hikes, 13 have topics, but only six have clear themes that answer the 
question “so what?” using a complete sentence (Table 4). Incorporating a strong theme into future 
Natural Heritage Hikes would provide Maine’s hikers with the above benefits. 

Trail Topic Theme 

Bald Mtn Cold, north-facing slopes - 

Black Mountain Heat - 

Burnt Mtn Forces that shape landscapes - 

Cranberry Peak Forces that shape landscapes - 

Cutler Coast Natural communities - advanced Natural communities are an important way to look at the landscape 

East Royce Natural communities - basic East Royce is a good place to learn natural community basics 

Ferry Beach Secret wonders There is a surprising variety of different environments at Ferry Beach 

Grassy Pond Wildlife habitats Everything is a habitat for something 

Gulf Hagas Water Water is versatile 

Maiden Cliff New England history - 

Pleasant Mtn Fire and other disturbances - 

Quoddy Head Cold ocean air Cold ocean currents shape the landscape here 

Smith trail New England history - 

Wonderland Alice in Wonderland - 

Table 4. First 14 Natural Heritage Hikes with topics and themes. 

Catering to the Audience 

Of Brochu’s three theme components (resource stories, management interests, and visitor interests), the 
audience is the most conspicuously overlooked in the Natural Heritage Hikes. 

In describing the process for developing a good theme, Ham (2013) argues that a strong theme (1) 
provokes the audience to think, (2) attracts attention and creates curiosity and (3) begs for additional 
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detail because of the intrigue it creates. In order to provoke thought in the audience, a theme must (1) 
relate to the interests of the audience, motivating them to process it, and (2) be perceived by the 
audience as easy to understand (Ham, 2013). Therefore, it is important that the interpreter has a basic 
understanding of the interests of the audience before attempting to develop a theme. 

Spending a little more time on the trail identifying the hikers and their interests, as discussed above, 
would simplify the development of a theme for each Natural Heritage Hike. In addition, an easy shortcut 
to ensuring relevance to the audience is to include elements in the theme that are universally interesting. 
Knockian Theory, created by Ham (2013) suggests that connecting something with low human interest 
(eg. rocks) to something with higher human interest (eg. sex) can add interest by piggybacking the low 
interest topic on the high interest topic. Building personal language into the theme (eg. “if you were…”) 
also creates relevance to the reader. Finally, Regnier, Gross, and Zimmerman (1994) warn that themes 
for interpretive trails are often too broad or too predictable. A more effective way of drawing the 
audience to the interpretation is to choose unique, unexpected theme. 

Incorporating Management Concerns 

I focus on the audience here because the audience was the most neglected theme component in the first 
14 Natural Heritage Hikes. This does not mean, however, that we should overlook the mission and goals 
of the Maine Natural Areas Program or other sponsors in designing themes. Lisa Brochu (2003) 
suggests reviewing the sponsoring organization’s mission statements, vision statement, or goals in 
designing our theme. These components could easily be identified by website visits and/or interviews 
with key staff members. 

Special Considerations for Written Trail Interpretation 

The suggestions mentioned above are not limited to nonpersonal interpretation, but apply to 
interpretation in general. The Natural Heritage Hikes are a special case because they are written 
interpretation, a type of nonpersonal interpretation.  

According to Ham (1992), in written presentations, the interpreter should reveal his or her theme in the 
title because that is the only part of the presentation that most audience members are guaranteed to 
read. The first 14 Natural Heritage Hikes reveal their topics, and their themes if provided, in the first 
(“teaser”) paragraph of the narrative. This is by no means a failure, but the message will likely be more 
effective if it is moved into the title. 

3. Select the Appropriate Technique 

One of the biggest challenges of the Natural Heritage Hikes is that they are not only by nature self-
guiding, but are also web-hosted and cannot incorporate any elements that must be physically installed 
on the trail. In their current form, they are three to five page PDF documents designed to be printed 
from a home computer or read on a smart phone. With respects to the current format, I have two 
concerns: (1) that the three to five page paragraph format is not the best way to deliver information to 
each of the trail’s target audiences and (2) that PDFs are not the ideal format for a smart device. Like the 
previous shortcomings, both of these concerns have the potential to be addressed with more 
information on the audience.  
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Media Selection 

Not long ago, self-guided interpretation was limited to cassette tapes, brochures, or wayside signs (Ham, 
1992). Given today’s rapidly advancing technology, a seemingly infinite number of options exist that fill 
MNAP’s basic criteria of self-guided, web-hosted forms of delivering information, many of which have 
yet to be addressed in the literature. A few of these possibilities are listed below (Table 5). These ideas 
are not mutually exclusive and can be combined for maximum effectiveness; this list can also be 
extended as technology changes. 

Audio Written  Games Other 

Phone recording: 
Call in for trail 
information – press a 
number for each stop 
Limitation: requires cell 
signal 

 

Current PDF “Brochure” 
Format: 
Limitations: Not easily 
read on smart phone, not 
appropriate for small 
children 

 

Scavenger Hunt/iSpy/Bingo: 
A solo or competitive game 
that could be played on the 
trail. Involves finding 
different resources on the 
trail. Easy to model after a 
popular game. Bonus if it’s 
addictive. 
Limitations: Can people 
learn? 

Augmented reality:* 
An emerging technology; allows 
visitors to view virtual objects 
“placed” in reality. 
Limitations: Works best on a 
tablet. 

Downloadable MP3 
file:* 
Download audio files to 
iPod or smartphone 
before hike, listen to 
appropriate track at 
each stop. 
Downloadable map 
also provided. 
Limitation: Limited 
visuals to help ID things 

Storybook with Trail 
Stops: 
Incorporates trail stops 
into a mystery or story. 
Could be printed or read 
via smartphone (if 
formatted correctly). Kid-
friendly. 
Limitation: Could be 
difficult to adapt to other 
ages. 

Interactive PDF Map:* 
A PDF map, with stops and 
explanations, that shows the 
location of the hiker on the 
map as they hike. Could be 
used to simulate a treasure 
hunt. 

Checklist/Passport: 
Inspire hikers to visit multiple 
Natural Heritage Hikes by 
checking a checklist or having a 
passport stamped, with the 
possibility of partnering with the 
Maine State Parks Passport 
Program. 
 

 Virtual Interpretive Signs:* 
Wayside signs viewable 
on a smartphone. Could 
be produced in Microsoft 
PowerPoint and 
hyperlinked to a map. 

Geocache/Earthcache:* 
Geocache is a mobile app 
that uses GIS technology to 
direct the hiker toward 
“caches.” In parks, 
Earthcache directs visitors 
on a scavenger hunt for 
resources that remain 
undisturbed. 

Pocket Ranger Mobile App: 
An emerging app that has the 
potential to provide visitors with 
on-the-trail information via GPS. 
Would require partnership with 
Parks by Nature. 

  Riddles/Trivia Game: 
Riddles or trivia direct hikers 
from one stop to another, 
keeping them engaged 
between stops. 

 

Table 5. Some possibilities for self-guiding, web-hosted interpretation. Blue signifies techniques most likely to be enjoyed 
by only adults, red signifies techniques likely to be enjoyed by both children and adults, and red signifies techniques likely 
to be enjoyed by only children. * = dependent on a mobile device. 

This shortcoming could be improved by one of two approaches. One option is to select a format that is 
exciting to many audiences and complete all future Natural Heritage Hikes in this format. One strategy 
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to appeal to many groups is to pick a format that provides variety and encourages participation 
(Moscardo, Ballantyne, & Hughes, 2007). Scavenger hunts and Earthcacheing, for example, are more 
likely to appeal to audiences of all ages than lengthy written descriptions. This approach would limit the 
necessity for lots of extra audience research by the interpreter, However, it’s important to acknowledge 
that there is not likely to be a format that is equally enjoyed by all audiences. 

The second option is to keep producing “general public” hikes in the current format, but use a second 
format for future trails that meet certain criteria. For example, a trail less than one mile long and with an 
elevation gain of less than 300 feet may be more likely to attract families, and the format could be 
adapted appropriately. This would require more demographic research than the previous option, but is 
likely to have the highest payoff because it is less likely to exclude an audience. 

Regarding the Use of Mobile Devices 

Beck & Cable (2011) have expressed skepticism that computer technology can be a good vehicle for 
interpretation, describing it as “expensive, impersonal, complex, and therefore counterproductive,” 
though they do acknowledge that, used correctly, modern technologies can be used to “reach people 
who would otherwise not be reached.” 

It is my opinion that in a world of advancing technology, it’s critical not to overlook this second point. 
Meeting the audience in the middle, using technology that it is already excited about, is MNAP’s biggest 
opportunity to achieve their goal of expanding their audience and bringing more hikers to Maine’s trails. 
As Lisa Brochu (2003) states, “potential markets might require a different delivery system to reach 
previously untapped audiences or the development of products that would draw interest from a targeted 
market segment that may not have heard of the organization before.” 

A fine example is Geocacheing, a hobby that, incredibly, uses technology to coax countless otherwise 
sedentary Americans into the great outdoors in search of hidden treasures. Geocacheing was quickly 
noticed by members of the Geological Society of America, who partnered with Geocacheing.com, the 
National Park Service, and other large land managers to “teach the Geocacheing community something 
about earth science” (Earthcache). The product is tens of thousands of special sites (Earthcaches) that 
are listed on the Geocacheing website, encouraging Geocachers to take a break from seeking hidden 
capsules and search for natural treasures instead. Examples like this one indicate that the simplest way of 
expanding an audience is by basing the new program on something the target audience already knows 
and likes, be it Geocacheing, Settlers of Catan, or Candy Crush. 

Because increased appropriate use of technology is capable of drawing visitors to Maine’s trails that 
otherwise would not be interested in hiking, I encourage MNAP to look to current trends in audience 
interest and invest effort to streamline their interpretation to work seamlessly on smart devices. The 
current PDFs, though they are rich with hyperlinks and the columns of text are relatively narrow, are not 
ideal for viewing on a small mobile device because the text does not automatically fit the screen, 
requiring the reader to scroll horizontally more than necessary. 

That said, I would not recommend eliminating the non-smart phone version of any of the interpretive 
materials without extensive evidence indicating that virtually nobody was using it. Regarding the hikers 
currently using Maine’s trails, it would be easy to determine how many use smart devices simply by 
requesting Maine Trail Finder’s demographic data, which likely indicates which operating system has 
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been used to view the web pages. Because operating systems vary between devices, it should be easy to 
determine what percentage of page visits are from a personal computer rather than from a mobile device. 

4. Continued Evaluation and Adaption 

Anyone in the natural resources field is familiar with the concept of adaptive management. Like a 
management plan, an interpretive plan must be monitored to ensure that it meets its goals. If it does not, 
small adjustments can be made to improve it. Because they are an ongoing project, the Natural Heritage 
Hikes are an incredible opportunity for continued evaluation and adaption.  

Use a Rubric 

One easy way to evaluate the Natural Heritage Hikes is to use the summary input principles introduced 
in the beginning of this paper: 

Interpretation… 

• Makes resource interesting to visitors by relating it to them. 
• Is organized within a theme that incorporates visitor interests, management goals, and resource 

facts. 
• Uses an appropriate media technique that provides variety/encourages participation. 
• Is executed with passion. 
• Allows for diverse audiences. 
• Is precise. 
• Is executed with good communication skills. 
• Is continually evaluated for effectiveness. 
• Helps visitors find their way around. 

Converted into a rubric, this list can be used by MNAP employees, friends, and interpretive specialists as 
a “quick and dirty” way to predict whether or not the interpretative product is likely to be successful 
(produce the positive outcomes shown in Figures 2 and 3). Should this method be used, it should be 
performed by a variety of individuals to reduce bias as much as possible. 

Ask the audience 

The most direct way of determining the success of an interpretive program is to set an easily measurable 
goal and evaluate the program based on its ability to accomplish the goal (Caputo, Lewis, & Brochu, 
2008). In the case of the Natural Heritage Hikes, the goal is to bring more hikers to Maine’s trails. One 
way to determine the success of the program is simply to determine if more people come to the trails 
after the publishing of the Natural Heritage Hikes. Simple strategies for measuring trail traffic include… 

• Querying Maine Trail Finder to find out if web traffic has increased to Natural Heritage Hike 
trails. 

• Counting visitors on trails directly (eg. head counts) or indirectly (eg. increased trail wear). 

Should the project fail to meet its goal, MNAP may gather more information in order to adapt the 
project. Possibilities for include… 
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• In partnership with Maine Trail Finder, choose and use key metrics (eg. length of trail, word 
length of document, intended audience) to compare those Natural Heritage Hikes that are 
printed or downloaded often to those that are not. This method can also be used to determine 
how many page visits occur from mobile devices as opposed to a home computer, in what town 
the visitor is located when they access the site, etc.  

• Accompany a school group or other group of visitors on a trail as they use a Natural Heritage 
Hike document. Do they easily find the landmarks? Do they get bored quickly? Do they read the 
document at every stop or quickly skim the document before hitting the trail? 

• Quiz the audience. One method of measuring the success of the interpretation is to evaluate 
how well the audience can recall the material (Field & Wagar, 1973; Caputo, Lewis, & Brochu, 
2008). Maine Trail Finder would be a convenient place to host such post-hike quizzes, with 
permission of course. Ham (2013) points out that, in the case that these questions are open-
ended, individuals will likely have different interpretations and the interpreter will have to decide 
how large a margin between the intended theme and the theme that the audience “takes away” is 
acceptable.  

• Place a survey or comment box near Maine Trail Finder’s Natural Heritage Hike download 
button. This will allow visitors to make suggestions about the Natural Heritage Hike document 
(eg. “We want to hear more about mushrooms”) or answer questions (eg. “Did you carry the 
document on the trail with you?). 

Case Study: Bradbury Mountain State Park 

The strategy that follows is based loosely on the steps presented in Interpretation by Design (Caputo, 
Lewis, & Brochu, 2008) and on the above suggestions. While the results of this approach will not cater 
to every audience, it will cater to the most abundant audience on the site, making it a stronger approach 
than a lengthy trail narrative mostly geared to adults that tries to incorporate a few small nuggets for 
children. 

Identifying the Audience and their Interests 

The following account is mostly based on my memory and a few notes in my notebook. 

I visited Bradbury Mountain State Park on August 15, a busy summer day, and began hiking around 8:30 
am. By 9:30, I was on the summit of Bradbury Mountain where I was greeted by a small group consisting 
of about five children, five to ten years old, and two women in their late twenties. The children exclaimed 
excitedly about the view as they reached the summit, noticed a distant power plant (though they 
couldn’t necessarily identify it as such), ran into and out of the shade provided by the overhang just 
below the summit, explored the woods where I was working in search of a hiding place and asked me 
questions about what I was doing. 

During the rest of the hike, I would notice two mid-twenties male mountain bikers, a family with two 
smaller children and a teenager, several families picnicking in the grass near the trailhead, and two 
women each with very small children (~3 years old) simply hiking the shortest route to the summit and 
back (which is a distance of about (0.2 miles). The majority of the visitors were young adults with small 
children (young families). 
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I created an audience/design matrix (Table 6) to help identify the characteristics and interests of the 
main audience segments. The interests I include are both self-interests of families in interpretive settings 
(Moscardo, Ballantyne, & Hughes, 2007)* and the natural resources that each audience segment will 
most likely be interested in.  

Audience Segment Characteristics Self-interests Resource interests 

Children ages 5-8 Early readers, short 
attention span, attracted to 
bright colors, strong sense 
of family 

-Interested in playing with other 
family members* 
-Interested in 
collaborating*/competing 
-Interested in winning free stuff 

-Charismatic animals (bears, 
foxes) 
-Charismatic geology 
(volcanoes, etc.) 
-Charismatic human history 
(adventure) 
-Exciting landmarks visible from 
the summit 

Parents Longer attention span, 
attracted to child-friendly 
activities, strong sense of 
family, strong sense of 
responsibility 

-Interested in strengthening 
family ties by interacting with 
their children* 
- Interested in ensuring children 
are occupied and having fun* 
-Interesting in learning new 
things with their children 
-Interested in putting pictures of 
their trip/kids on the internet 
-Interested in winning free stuff 

-Animals (not necessarily 
charismatic megafauna) 
-Plants/trees (safe vs. 
poisonous?) 
-Human history 
-Geology 
-Specific landmarks visible from 
the summit 

Table 6. Audience-design matrix for Bradbury Mountain. 

Theme 

The next step was to design a theme that would address the interests of the audience, the management 
interests of the organization, and the highlights of the resource (Caputo, Lewis, & Brochu 2008). I had 
already identified the interests of the audience using the audience/design matrix. The highlights of the 
trail were recorded during my day of field research, and include (grouped by proximity to one another, 
with particularly prominent items in bold): 

1. Oak Northern Hardwood Forest, lady slippers 
2. Feldspar quarry, glacial erratic 
3. Coppiced trees, cattle pound, stone walls 
4. Woodpecker snag 
5. Northern bluff 
6. Oak-pine forest 
7. Oak-pine woodland, summit with view 
8. Hemlock forest, pasture trees 

The overarching goal of the project is to draw more hikers to Maine’s trails. To better integrate this goal 
into the theme for Bradbury Mountain State Park, I identified the missions of stakeholder organizations. 
The mission of the Maine Bureau of Parks and Lands is as follows: 

“Our Mission is to protect and manage the natural and cultural resources under our care in order to: 
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• Offer a wide range of recreational and educational opportunities 
• Provide environmental and economic benefits for present and future generations” (Maine Bureau of 

Parks and Lands 2013). 

I also identified the mission of the Maine Natural Areas Program: 

“MNAP's mission is to ensure the maintenance of Maine's natural heritage for the benefit of present and future 
generations. MNAP facilitates informed decision-making in development planning, conservation, and natural 
resources management. The Program's success relies upon consistent and objective methods to collect, organize, 
and interpret information” (Maine Natural Areas Program 2013). 

In making a table (Table 7), I sought to find the overlap between the resource interests of my audience, 
the interests of the sponsor, and the resources available at the park. 

Audience Resource Organizations 
Kids: 
-Charismatic animals (bears, foxes) 
-Charismatic geology (volcanoes, 
etc.) 
-Charismatic human history 
(adventure) 
-Exciting landmarks visible from 
the summit 
Parents: 
-Animals (not necessarily 
charismatic megafauna) 
-Plants/trees (safe vs. poisonous?) 
-Human history 
-Geology 
-Specific landmarks visible from 
the summit 

-Oak Northern Hardwood Forest, 
lady slippers 
-Feldspar quarry, glacial erratic 
-Coppiced trees, cattle pound, 
stone walls 
-Woodpecker snag 
-Northern bluff 
-Oak-pine forest 
-Oak-pine woodland, summit 
with view 
-Hemlock forest, pasture trees 
 

-Protect, manage, and maintain 
natural and cultural resources 
-Recreation and education 
-Environmental and economic 
benefits 
-Bring people to Maine 
-Looking toward the future 
 

Table 7. Matrix of audience interests, resource facts, and organizational goals. 

From this matrix, I identified the following theme ideas and their shortcomings: 

• Humans and animals share this landscape (ignores organizational goals) 
• Bradbury State Park offers habitats for both animals and humans (getting closer. Too much 

“finger pointing” at ancestors) 
• Humans can use a landscape in sustainable and unsustainable ways (too adult, perhaps to big 

picture for kids) 
• We can learn lessons from past land use (still too adult) 
• People can leave a mark on the landscape (this is the best choice) 

Media 

According to Caputo, Lewis, and Brochu (2008), “the best way to choose what type of interpretive 
medium suits your site’s needs is to think about how the information will be used.” In this case, the 
information will be used to engage parents and their children in mutual learning about the landscape. 

Moscardo, Ballentyne, and Hughes (2007) point out that although the primary goal of the parent is 
often the learning and entertainment of the child, interpretation for families is more than just 
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interpretation for children. In order to be successful, both the adult and the children must be actively 
involved in the experience. Nonpersonal interpretation for families is more successful when it has a 
participatory component that encourages team communication, for example, “puzzles, quizzes, skill 
acquisition, and interactive games that will interest and involve the whole family.” Other relevant 
pointers for interpreting to families include: 

• Adults are more likely to read text than children, but the text must be written in a child-friendly 
tone and so that the adult can easily explain the concepts to the children. 

• Children are more easily engaged by participation, humor, fantasy, curiosity, and novel 
approaches than with static exhibits. 

• Children do not read directions. 
• Children like to feel like they have a choice. In museums, they don’t follow a linear progression 

through exhibits. 
• To cater to different ages of children, consider anticipating the following questions: 

o What is this? 
o How was this made/what is it made of? 
o What is it used for/what does it do? 
o How does it work/live? 
o What is interesting/unique/special about this item/animal/place? 
o How does this relate to my world? 

• Use a variety of activities if possible. 

Lastly, in choosing a media technique, it is important to recognize the inherent limitations of the Natural 
Heritage Hikes project: 

• Must be self-guiding 
• Must be accessible from the Maine Trail Finder website 
• Must be printable on a home printer but have the potential to take a mobile device form 
• Must not require trail signage 
• Must work in every season (or, at least three seasons) 

With the former pointers and limitations in mind, I decided that the most appropriate media to engage 
families on a one-mile loop trail in Bradbury Mountain State Park is a game format (Appendix V). This 
new approach addresses the project’s largest shortcomings as well as some of its other inherent 
challenges, as follows: 

• It is written to address the interests of a specific audience (families). 
• It is organized into a theme that incorporates visitor interests, management goals, and resource 

facts. 
• It uses a media technique that encourages participation, and can be collaborative or competitive. 
• It doesn’t rely on the visitor finding every resource in order to be successful, which allows for the 

inclusion of ephemeral species. 
• It can be printed but also provides opportunities for expansion as a mobile app. 
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Conclusions 

As an ongoing project, the Natural Heritage Hikes has ample opportunity to make small adjustments 
toward meeting its goal of drawing more hikers to the state’s trails. According to this preliminary 
evaluation, the project could benefit most acutely from techniques that are directed toward the interests 
of a specific audience. Field observation of visitors, analysis of Maine Trail Finder’s visitor data, and 
evaluation of potential visitor markets could provide a clearer picture of the intended audiences for the 
Natural Heritage Hikes as well as their interests. Organizing the resource information within a theme 
that incorporates these interests and carefully selecting media techniques are essential strategies for both 
engaging the current audience and attracting new visitors. It is my opinion that meeting potential visitors 
in the middle by using a technology that they are already excited about it the easiest and most effective 
way to expand the audience. Continued evaluation of the project will allow for adaption and constant 
progress toward meeting its goal. 
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